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Her power is unmeasured. Her abilities
untested. Her destiny inescapable.
Faria Phiraco is a resonator, a manipulator of the elements
via rare crystals. It is an extraordinary and secret power
which she and her father, the Emperor of Xayall, guard with
their lives. The Dhraka, malicious red-scaled dragons, have
discovered an ancient artefact; a mysterious relic from the
mythical, aeons-lost city of Nazreal. With their plan already
set in motion, they besiege Xayall, pummelling the city to
find Faria and rip more of Nazreal's secrets from her.
When her father goes missing, Faria has to rely on her own
strength to brave the world that attacks her at every turn.
Friends and guardians rally by her to help save her father
and reveal the mysteries of the ruined city, while the dark
legacy of an ancient cataclysm wraps its claws around her
fate... and her past. She soon realises that this is not the
beginning, nor anywhere near the end. A titanic war
spanning thousands of years unfolds around her, one that
could yet cost the lives of everyone on Eeres.
Legacy is character-driven epic fantasy action forged in an
exciting and intricate plot that reaches deep into the
Resonance world's history.
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“Overall, a very well written story that kept me entertained
from start to finish. Every once in a while you stumble
across an amazing gem, and this is one of those."
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